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 Large Userbase - 300K users
 Big Data (50GB/day)




5-day Flood Outlook Real-time Flood Conditions
Custom Rainfall Maps








Potential Loss and Damage Estimation
Property Acquisition Benefit Cost Analytics
Socio-economic Score Visualization
















Serious Gaming for Participatory Decision Making
MULTI HAZARD TOURNAMENT







 Reflections and refractions
 Ambient occlusion
 Water waves - simulation







Flood AI: Artificial Intelligence System for Disasters 
Supported by Microsoft ‘AI for Earth’ award
Received “2018 Outreach Award” by ASFPM
Chat Bots
Smart Assistants
Flood AI: Artificial Intelligence System for Disasters 
Smart Devices
Google Home
Ok Google talk to Flood AI
Amazon Echo









What is next for Flood AI?
Brain Computer Interface
Many devices available ($80-$300)
e.g. Emotiv Epoc+
Bone Conduction Headphones
Flood Knowledge by Thought
MindFlood
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